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Frequency-resolved time-gated high-order harmonics
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2
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~Received 12 May 1998!
We report measurements of high-order harmonic spectra obtained with a 800-nm 150-fs laser pulse with a
time-varying degree of ellipticity. The modulation of the polarization in time is achieved by using birefringent
optics and self-phase modulation in a glass plate. We can create one or two temporal gates of a few femtoseconds width, during which the polarization is linear and harmonic emission is efficient. The harmonic spectra
observed experimentally demonstrate that harmonics generated with linear polarization are frequency chirped.
The values measured experimentally are consistent with theoretical predictions based on the strong field
approximation. @S1050-2947~98!05511-5#
PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm, 42.65.Ky

*Present address: Lawrence National Livermore Laboratory, L440, Livermore, CA 94450.

~ii! The phase of the harmonic components depends
strongly on the laser peak intensity. This is because the phase
of the harmonic emission relative to the fundamental is
locked to the quasiclassical action, i.e., the accumulated
phase of the electronic wave function, at the time when it
recombines @8,9#. Calculations @9# predict that the harmonic
phase varies rapidly, and almost linearly, with intensity. This
phase variation with the laser intensity affects the phasematching conditions, as well as the spatial and temporal
properties of the harmonics @10#. In particular, the variation
of the laser intensity during the pulse leads to a significant
phase modulation in time, and hence to a frequency modulation ~chirp! of the harmonic pulse.
~iii! Another fascinating idea is the possibility to generate
‘‘attosecond’’ pulses ~of duration a few hundreds of attoseconds!, using harmonics. There are essentially two types of
proposals, those that concern harmonics in the plateau
@6,11,12#, and those that concern one or a few harmonics in
the cutoff @13–16#. The first types of proposals are based on
the observation that the harmonic spectra consist of a plateau
with peaks equally spaced in frequency and with nearly
equal amplitude. Farkas and Toth, and Harris et al. @11# proposed that, by filtering out some harmonics from the plateau,
one could obtain a train of intense ultrashort pulses of attosecond duration. Antoine et al. @12# showed theoretically
that, though it does not turn out to be true on the level of
individual atoms, the emission from a macroscopic medium
of atoms consists indeed of trains of attosecond pulses. As
proposed by Corkum and co-workers @6#, by combining this
idea and the temporal modulation of the laser degree of ellipticity described above, it might be possible to generate a
single attosecond pulse ~see also @17,18#!. In the second type
of proposal @13–16,18#, one simply uses very short fundamental pulses ~below 25 fs! and high laser intensities ~inducing high ionization rates! to generate very short harmonic
pulses. Further compression can be achieved by compensating the dynamically induced frequency modulation ~chirp! of
the harmonics @10,13#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of high-order harmonics in gases with
strong laser fields has been studied for several years and
considerable progress has been made in the understanding of
the physics involved. This progress is, to a large extent, due
to the development of the quasiclassical interpretation @1#
and its quantum-mechanical formulations @2,3#. In this approach, an electron initially in the ground state of an atom
and exposed to an intense, low-frequency, linearly polarized,
electromagnetic field, first tunnels through the barrier formed
by the Coulomb and the laser field. When the laser field
changes sign, the electron may be driven back towards the
atomic core and recombine to the ground state, giving rise to
emission of high-energy harmonic photons.
This simple description of harmonic generation processes
has led to new ideas and proposals.
~i! One of these ideas is that harmonic generation is extremely sensitive to the laser degree of ellipticity, since a
small amount of laser ellipticity can modify the electron trajectory enough to make the electron miss the atomic core
when it returns, thus preventing recombination and harmonic
generation. Indeed, several experiments have demonstrated
the high sensitivity of harmonic generation to the laser degree of ellipticity @4#. This provides a way to control the
harmonic emission by modulating the laser degree of ellipticity. Mercer et al. @5# have demonstrated experimentally
how the harmonic spatial mode could be manipulated by
varying in space the laser degree of ellipticity. Corkum and
co-workers @6,7# have proposed to modulate in time the laser
degree of ellipticity, using two cross-polarized pulses with
slightly different frequencies, so as to restrict the harmonic
emission to a short time at the maximum of the combined
laser pulse, during which the total field becomes linearly
polarized.
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harmonic, with a cutoff located around the 51st harmonic.
The intensity in the interaction region is estimated to be in
the range (2 – 5)31014 W/cm2 , depending on the measurements.
B. Glass plate

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.

In the present work, we develop a simple technique to
modulate in time the laser degree of ellipticity, using birefringent optics and chirped laser pulses. This leads to a total
laser field, the polarization of which varies in time. Depending on the configuration, we can open one or two ‘‘gates’’ in
time, during which the laser degree of ellipticity is practically linear and harmonic emission is possible. Using one
gate, we generate ultrashort harmonic pulses, the duration of
which is estimated to be about 5 fs. Using two gates, we
show in addition that harmonics are frequency chirped, thus
confirming the prediction of the semiclassical model. The
information that we get is similar to the one obtained with
‘‘frequency-resolved optical-gating’’ type of instruments in
the optical domain @19#. By opening two gates in time, we
obtain two distinct peaks in the frequency domain ~for each
harmonic!. The significant frequency separation between
these two peaks cannot be simply explained by a chirp due to
the laser only. This demonstrates that the harmonic generation process intrinsically leads to harmonic pulses exhibiting
a frequency modulation.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe
in detail the experimental method, with emphasis on the
technique employed to vary the polarization of the fundamental field. The experimental results obtained are presented
in Sec. III. We discuss them and conclude in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The laser used in the present experiment is the terawatt titanium sapphire laser of the Lund High-Power Laser Facility
@20#, operated at a wavelength of 800 nm, with a 110-fs
pulse duration and up to 150 mJ energy. To manipulate in
time the degree of polarization of the incident light, as explained in detail below, we use two optical flats: a 10-mmthick glass ~BK7! window and a 2.6-mm-thick birefringent
quartz plate. The 50-mm-diameter beam is apertured down to
a diameter of 20 mm or less and focused by a f 5 2 m lens
into a vacuum chamber. Harmonics are generated in a 1-mmlong, pulsed jet of neon atoms. They are separated with a
grazing-incidence toroidal grating and detected by an electron multiplier ~EMT! placed behind a 200-mm slit. Typical
recorded spectra extend from the 17th harmonic to the 61st

The glass ~BK7! plate introduces a self-phase modulation
F(t)5n 2 kLI(t)5B f (t), proportional to the laser intensity
I(t)5I 0 f (t) and to the thickness L510 mm of the plate,
characterized by a nonlinear refractive index n 2 54
310216 W21 cm2 . k52 p /l is the laser wave vector. The
laser peak intensity on the plate I 0 is varied between 6 and
931010 W/cm2 and is almost uniform over the small aperture used. In most of the measurements presented, I 0 57.5
31010 W/cm2 . In this case, the B integral through the glass
plate (B5n 2 kLI 0 ) is equal to 2.4.
The induced frequency shift, defined as
D v ~ t ! 5 v ~ t ! 2 v 0 52 ] F ~ t ! / ] t

~1!

increases approximately linearly at the middle of the pulse.
„The minus sign comes from our convention for the phase,
defined as * t @ v 0 2 v (t 8 ) # dt 8 .… Consequently, the chirp induced by the glass plate is positive; i.e., the rising edge of the
pulse is shifted to the red, and the falling edge to the blue.
C. Quartz plate

The orientation of the birefringent quartz plate can be
described by three different angles, a , b , and g . The angle a
denotes the angle between the optic axis of the plate and the
~horizontal! laser polarization direction. In addition, the plate
is rotated by an angle g around the vertical axis, and by an
angle b around the optic axis. When a 545°, the laser electric field is split into two perpendicularly polarized components of equal amplitude, along the ordinary and the extraordinary axes. The difference in refractive indices induces a
time delay between the two components. The refractive index of the extraordinary component depends on the angle g .
To find the refractive index as a function of g , an index
ellipsoid is constructed, in this case with one axis equal to
n e , corresponding to the direction of the optic axis and the
other two axes equal to n o . The refractive index is found at
the intersection of the ellipsoid with a plane perpendicular to
the direction of propagation which contains the center of the
ellipsoid. The intersection plane is an ellipse with semiaxes
corresponding to n o and n e ( g ):
1
sin2 ~ g ! cos2 ~ g !
5
1
.
n e~ g ! 2
n 2o
n 2e

~2!

Varying g allows us to choose the time difference between
the two components. In the experiments presented below, we
use a quartz-plate thickness of 2.6 mm and g520°, leading
to a time delay for the extraordinary component compared to
the ordinary of approximately 73 fs at a laser wavelength of
800 nm. To determine precisely the time delay, we have
taken into account the fact that the two waves propagate
different distances in air as well as in quartz due to refraction. We have also included the ~small! effect of the different
group velocities for the two pulses.

CARLO ALTUCCI et al.
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Finally, the quartz plate can be tilted around its optic axis
by an angle b . This alters the effective thickness of the plate
without changing the refractive index of the extraordinary
wave and makes it possible to accurately control the relative
phase shift, F 0 , between the two components.
D. Total B integral

In order to calculate the entire phase change encountered
by the beam through the optics, it is necessary to consider, in
addition to self-phase modulation in the glass plate, other
contributions to dispersion ~see Fig. 1!: The air path between
the laser and the vacuum chamber (n 2 54.7
310219 W21 cm2 , L'2 m!, the quartz plate, the focusing
lens, and the entrance window. All of these three optical
components are made in fused silica (n 2 52.8
310216 W21 cm2 ), and with respective thickness 2.6, 5,
and 5 mm. For the last two components, since they are
placed after the birefringent plate, where the beam is split
into two orthogonally polarized time-delayed components,
one has to consider, not only self-phase modulation, induced
by one component on itself, but also cross-phase modulation,
induced by one component on the other @21#. We estimate
the contribution of all these components ~including that of
the air path! to the B integral to be about 1 so that the total B
integral is slightly above 3. ~In the following calculation, we
use B53.!
The temporal variations of the phases F x and F y of the
two cross-polarized pulses after passage through all the optics are shown in Fig. 2 ~thin solid and dashed lines!. We
approximate the laser temporal profile before the quartz plate
as a Gaussian distribution with a 110-fs full width at half
maximum. The total pulse ~after passage through the quartz
plate! has a rather flat temporal shape with a maximum at
center and a 150-fs width at half maximum. The origin of
time is chosen to be located between the two pulses, at the
maximum of the total pulse. The phase shift F 0 ~modulus p )
induced by the quartz plate between the two pulses is equal
to 0 in ~a! and p /2 in ~b!.
E. Laser chirp

In Fig. 3 we show the wavelength shift
Dl ~ t ! 52

l2
Dv~ t !
2pc

FIG. 2. Phase versus time for the two orthogonally polarized
components delayed by 73 fs ~thin solid and dashed lines!. The
laser ellipticity versus time is shown as a thick line at the bottom.
The laser pulse duration before the quartz plate is 110 fs. In ~a! the
phase difference is 0 in the absence of chirp, whereas in ~b! it is
p /2. The B integral is 3.

with Dl(t)54cDT 1/4(t). The calculation fails when the
field is circularly polarized, because the modulus of electric
field vector becomes time independent. This happens around
t50 in the case F 0 5 p /2, as indicated by the ~short! dashed
line in Fig. 3, and for t'620 fs in the case in the case F 0
50. Apart from these region~s! where the calculation fails,
the chirp obtained does not depend on F 0 , so the total chirp
can be obtained by superposing results of calculations performed with different F 0 . As expected, the wavelength shift
of the total field follows that of the first component for early
times (t,230 fs! and that of the second component for late

~3!

as a function of time for each component ~dashed lines! as
well as for the total field ~solid line!. For each component,
Dl(t) is obtained by taking the derivative of F x and F y
with respect to time @see Eq. ~1!#. For the total field, Dl(t) is
determined numerically by examining the variation in time
of Re@ E„t…# . More precisely, we calculate the time interval
between the successive extrema of the modulus square of the
total field vector @ E x cos(v0t2Fx),Eycos(v0t2Fy)#, where E x
and E y are the amplitudes of the components in the x and y
directions. This time interval T 1/4(t) can be written as
T 1/4~ t ! 5

p
2DT 1/4~ t !
2v0

~4!

FIG. 3. Wavelength shift vs time Dl(t) for the two orthogonally polarized components ~dashed lines! and for the total pulse
~solid line!; B53.
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times (t.30 fs!. For 230 fs ,t, 30 fs, the wavelength
modulation is rather small, about a factor of 10 smaller than
that of the components on each axis, and, which is of importance for the interpretation of our experimental results, increasing. This corresponds to a negative frequency chirp for
the total field, even though the chirp induced on each of the
components is positive.

F. Laser ellipticity

Since the phase difference between the two perpendicular
components varies in time, the total field is elliptically polarized, with a time-varying degree of ellipticity. The instantaneous value of the ellipticity is @22#

F

S

1
2E x E y sin~ F x ~ t ! 2F y ~ t !!
e ~ t ! 5tan arcsin
2
u E xu 21 u E yu 2

DG

.

~5!

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! ~bottom curve, thick line!, we plot
u e (t) u for the two choices of F 0 , 0, and p /2. In Fig. 2~a!, the
ellipticity becomes 0 ~linear polarization! only once, at t
50, and remains otherwise larger than 0.2. In Fig. 2 ~b!, the
ellipticity becomes 0 twice, at t5623 fs. The width of the
temporal ‘‘gates,’’ during which harmonic emission is possible, can be estimated by assuming, in a phenomenological
way, that the harmonic yield behaves as a function of the
degree of ellipticity as exp(2gueu2) with g .60 @7,22#. This
dependence is the best fit to the experimental variation of the
harmonic yield ~for orders around 41 and in neon! versus the
laser degree of ellipticity. The widths at half maximum of the
central gate in Fig. 2~a! as well as of the two gates in Fig.
2~b! are found to be about 5 fs.
It should be stressed that, in our case, in contrast to other
schemes @6#, the time variation of the ellipticity is nonperiodical, being rapid around the peak of the pulse and much
slower in the wings. The rapid variation around the peak of
the laser pulse allows us to produce a narrow gate @or two
narrow gates in the case of Fig. 2~b!#, while the slow variation in the wings allows us to avoid the recurrence of further
gates during the laser pulse.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first experiment consists in comparing the harmonic
spectra with and without the chirp-inducing glass plate for
the two cases F 0 50 and F 0 5 p /2. In the F 0 50 case, the
introduction of the glass plate leads to a decrease of the
harmonic signal by about one order of magnitude. This is
because the time during which the polarization is linear is
considerably reduced for F 0 50. In the second case, F 0
5 p /2, in contrast, the introduction of the glass plate leads to
an increase of the signal by about one order of magnitude.
The polarization is approximately circular without the glass
plate and the harmonic signal is very small. Although harmonic generation is in principle not possible, the very small
signal is expected to be due to the additional chirp from the
rest of the optics. Adding a chirp ensures that the polarization becomes linear during a short time, leading to harmonic
emission.

FIG. 4. Normalized 35th harmonic spectrum in four cases: with
glass plate inserted and quartz plate axis parallel to the laser field
polarization ~dotted line!, without glass plate and quartz plate axis
parallel to the laser field polarization ~dot-dashed line!, with glass
plate, quartz plate oriented at 45° to the laser polarization, F 0 50
~dashed line! and F 0 5 p /2 ~solid line!. The laser intensity in the jet
is 3 31014 W/cm2 and the intensity on the glass plate is 8
31010 W/cm2 . The four curves have been slightly shifted vertically relative to each other for the sake of clarity.
A. Harmonic spectra

Typical normalized spectra are shown in Fig. 4 for the
35th harmonic. The two curves at the top are obtained with
the optic axis of the quartz plate parallel to the laser field,
i.e., a 50, constant ellipticity. The dotted line and the dotdashed lines are obtained with and without the glass plate,
respectively. The dashed and solid lines, obtained with a
time-varying ellipticity, a 545°, correspond to the two cases
discussed, F 0 50 and F 0 5 p /2, respectively. The intensity
is estimated to be 3 31014 W/cm2 , and a factor 1.5 higher
when a 50. The result shown as a dotted line exhibits a
broadening, compared to the spectrum obtained in the same
conditions, but without the glass plate, owing to self-phase
modulation in the glass plate. The full width at half maximum ~FWHM! is about 0.35 nm, whereas it is about 0.25 nm
without the glass plate. The result obtained for a 545°, F 0
50 ~dashed line! shows a rather regular and narrow peak
~FWHM of 0.20 nm!. The result obtained for a 545°, F 0
5 p /2 shows two distinct narrow peaks, separated by about
0.3 nm, contained, however, in the bandwidth of the spectrum with the chirp, but without the ellipticity modulation.
These peaks, each of width about 0.15 nm, are located symmetrically on either side of the central harmonic wavelength.
We checked that the spectrum of the fundamental laser field
measured after the quartz plate did not exhibit such structure
and did not depend on the rotation angle b ~and hence on the
phase difference F 0 ). The resolution of our spectrometer is
estimated to be below 0.05 nm.
The result obtained for F 0 50 is a rather counterintuitive
one: By limiting the harmonic emission to a short time ~a
few femtoseconds!, we obtain a narrower frequency spectrum than with linear polarization ~with or without the glass
plate!. However, this simply means that the harmonics of a
linearly polarized femtosecond laser are not Fouriertransform limited. They exhibit a frequency chirp, as predicted theoretically @8,10#. When we restrict the harmonic
emission to a short time, we ‘‘select’’ the part of the harmonic spectral content that is emitted during that short time,

CARLO ALTUCCI et al.
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FIG. 5. Harmonic spectra in two cases: with glass plate inserted
and quartz plate axis parallel to the laser field polarization ~dotted
line!, and with glass plate, quartz plate oriented at 45° to the laser
polarization and F 0 5 p /2 ~solid line!. The laser intensity in the gas
jet is 3 31014 W/cm2 and the intensity on the glass plate is
731010 W/cm2 .

FIG. 6. Wavelength separation for the 35th harmonic ~squares!
as a function of the intensity in the interaction region. The intensity
on the glass plate is 7.431010 W/cm2 . The open triangles refer to
theoretical results obtained in the same conditions (B53).

obtaining a narrow frequency spectrum. The Fourier transform of a spectrum for the 35th harmonic with a 0.2-nm
bandwidth, if we assume the chirp to be negligible over the
short duration of the gate, is a 4 fs pulse. This duration is
comparable to the estimated 5 fs gate width.
The result obtained for F 0 5 p /2 confirms this interpretation. The double peak structure can be simply interpreted as
the consequence of the frequency modulation of the harmonic field. When we restrict the emission in time to ~essentially! two gates, we select two frequency windows. If there
were no chirp, the spectrum of two pulses delayed in time,
but with the same frequency content, would exhibit interferences. This is not observed in the present experiment. Instead, two distinct frequency peaks are observed. Similar results are obtained for all of the harmonics in the plateau.
Figure 5 shows, for example, the result obtained for a 50,
compared to that obtained in the a 545°, F 0 5 p /2 case. The
harmonic spectra obtained in the latter case show a clear
double-peak structure, with a separation increasing with the
wavelength. In the rest of this section, we concentrate on the
F 0 5 p /2 case, and study more systematically how the peak
separation depends on the different experimental parameters.

A. Different contributions to the harmonic chirp

B. Study of the double-peak structure

Figure 6 shows the influence of the laser intensity in the
interaction region on the peak separation in the F 0 5 p /2
case, for the 35th harmonic ~the experimental results are
shown as solid squares!. The laser energy, hence the amount
of laser-induced chirp, is kept constant, and the focused intensity is simply varied by changing the diameter of the aperture from 14.5 to 18 mm, corresponding to intensities in
the gas jet from 2.3 to 5.4 31014 W/cm2 . The peak separation increases with the intensity, which indicates that the
harmonic chirp originates, at least partly, from the harmonic
generation process in the nonlinear medium.
In Fig. 7, we show how the frequency separation depends
on the harmonic order. From the 23rd to the 41st harmonics,
the peak separation increases by less than 50%. Finally, in
Fig. 8, we present normalized harmonic spectra obtained at
different laser energies, corresponding to intensities on the
glass plate varying from 6.2 to 7.7 31010 W/cm2 .

IV. DISCUSSION

To interpret the experimental results presented in the previous section, we discuss in turn the different contributions
to the harmonic phase modulation.
1. Laser chirp

The harmonics are expected to exhibit some amount of
chirp, simply because the laser field used to create the harmonic radiation is frequency chirped. For B53, as shown in
Fig. 3, and for 230 fs ,t,30 fs, the laser wavelength
modulation Dl/Dt is approximately linear, and equal to
0.044 nm/fs. This leads to a harmonic wavelength modulation equal to Dl/qDt, q denoting the harmonic order. For
the 35th harmonic, we find Dl/qDt5 1.331023 nm/fs, i.e.,
0.06 nm for Dt5 46 fs ~time difference between the two
gates!. This wavelength separation is smaller than that observed in the experiment. Moreover, it is predicted to be
independent of the intensity in the interaction region, for a
constant chirp, and inversely proportional to the harmonic
order ~the frequency separation being proportional to the harmonic order!.
2. Atomic chirp

Theoretical calculations @9,12# predict that the harmonic
phase varies rapidly, and, with our sign convention, de-

FIG. 7. Frequency separation as a function of harmonic order.
The intensity in the jet is 3.431014 W/cm2 and the intensity on the
glass plate is 7.431010 W/cm2 .
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FIG. 8. Normalized 35th harmonic spectra for different B integrals. The four curves have been slightly shifted vertically relative
to each other for sake of clarity. From the top to the bottom, the
intensity on the glass plate is 7.7, 6.9, 6.5, and 6.231010 W/cm2 ,
leading to laser intensities in the gas jet between 4.5 and 5.6
31014 W/cm2 .

creases almost linearly with intensity. The variation of the
laser intensity during the pulse leads to a significant phase
modulation of the harmonic pulse @8,10,13#, and consequently to a negative chirp. Using the strong-field approximation @2#, this ~atomic! phase variation with intensity (I),
for a linearly polarized field, can be expressed approximately
as 2xI, where x528310214 ~with I in W/cm2 ) for the harmonics in the plateau and x513310214 for the harmonics in
the cutoff region @10#. Using the value for the plateau region,
and at a peak intensity I5331014 W/cm2 ~see Fig. 4!, the
wavelength modulation Dl/Dt, owing to the atomic phase,
can be estimated to be 5.7 31023 nm/fs, i.e., 0.25 nm for
Dt5 46 fs at the 35th harmonic frequency. The peak separation induced by the atomic chirp alone is predicted to be
proportional to the peak intensity in the interaction region. In
addition, since the phase variation is, to a large extent, independent of the process order ~as long as the harmonics belong to the plateau region!, the peak separation in frequency
should be relatively independent of the process order.
3. Ionization chirp

Finally, ionization, which is inherently present in the harmonic generation process, also leads to a chirp, depending on
the density of free electrons, and hence on the gas pressure
used in the experiment. We can give an upper estimate of the
wavelength shift, over the entire pulse duration, owing to
ionization @23#:
Dl52

l 3 e 2 dNe
L,
2 p qmc 3 dt

~6!

where e, m are the charge and mass of the electron, Ne is the
electron density, and L the length of the medium. At saturation, ~i.e., an intensity higher than those utilized in the
present work!, dNe /dt'N0 /Dt, where Dt is the pulse duration and N0 the neutral atom density. In our experimental
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conditions ~with about 20 mbar pressure!, we obtain 2.4 nm
for the fundamental, i.e., 0.07 nm for the 35th harmonic.
Since we are below saturation, and since the time difference
considered is much less than the pulse duration, we believe
that the ionization chirp ~of the same sign as those considered above! does not contribute significantly to the peak
separation observed in the present work.
From this discussion, we conclude that the wavelength
separation between the two peaks in each harmonic is mainly
due to the atomic chirp, with some contribution from the
laser chirp. Both chirps are of the same sign. For the 35th
harmonic considered in Fig. 4, the sum of the contributions
from the atomic and laser-induced chirp gives about 0.3 nm,
which corresponds very well to the value measured experimentally. The results presented in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7 are
consistent with the interpretation that the peak separation is
due to both contributions: atomic chirp and laser chirp, with
the same sign. The peak separation increases approximately
linearly with the laser intensity in the interaction region, but
with a positive offset. The peak separation in frequency,
which should be constant for the atomic chirp and proportional to q for the laser chirp, increases with harmonic order,
but not as rapidly as what would be expected if due to the
laser chirp only. We find approximately a straight line increasing with q, but with a positive offset.
Finally, the result presented in Fig. 8 can be understood as
follows: as B increases ~linearly with the laser energy!, the
atomic and laser chirp increase, but the time difference between the two gates decreases ~see Fig. 2!. The two effects
compensate each other and the peak separation becomes
practically independent of B.
B. Theoretical simulation of the single atom response

To confirm our interpretation, we have performed a calculation of the harmonic emission from an atom exposed to a
laser pulse with the same characteristics as in the experiment.
To describe harmonic generation of a laser pulse with frequency and polarization modulation in time is a rather formidable problem. We have therefore performed a simplified
calculation, based on the single-atom response only, and using an adiabatic approximation. The theoretical model is
based on the strong field approximation @2#. The calculation
consists in several steps:
~i! A laser field as used in the present experiment can be
characterized by four time-dependent quantities: the ellipticity e (t) @see Eq. ~5!#, the intensity I(t)5 u E(t) u 2 , the angle of
rotation of the polarization ellipse relative to the (x,y) axes,
defined as

S

D

2E x E y cos@ F x ~ t ! 2F y ~ t !#
1
x ~ t ! 5 arctan
,
2
u E xu 22 u E yu 2

~7!

and, finally, the frequency v (t)5 v 0 1D v (t) ~see Fig. 3!.
~ii! We first evaluate the dipole moment d35( e i ,I k ) for the
35th harmonic generated in a neon atom, for a number of
laser intensities ~800 points between 731011 and 6
31014 W/cm2 ) and degrees of ellipticity ~16 points between
0 and 0.3!, as described in Ref. @22#. This is a timeindependent calculation, where the atom is assumed to experience constant intensity and degree of ellipticity. In addi-
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tion, the laser field is supposed to have a constant frequency
~no chirp! and the axes of the ellipse coincide with the (x,y)
axes.
~iii! To obtain the harmonic field emitted by a single atom
at a given time t during the pulse, we first perform a ~bilinear! interpolation of the calculated dipoles d35„e i ,I k ) to get
d35„e (t),I(t)…. We thus obtain the response of a Ne atom to
a laser field characterized by e (t), I(t), x (t)50, v (t)5 v 0 .
~iv! We rotate the axes of the vector d35„e (t),I(t)… by the
angle 2 x (t), in order to obtain the response of an atom to a
laser field characterized by e (t), I(t), x (t), v (t)5 v 0 .
~v! We account for the laser chirp in an approximate way,
by replacing the e 2i35v 0 t time-varying factor for a harmonic
field with constant frequency ~the other time-dependent contributions being assumed to be much more slowly varying!,
by the factor exp@2i*t„35v (t 8 )dt 8 …# . This means that we
replace the frequency v 0 by the value of the frequency at
each time v (t), in the rapidly time varying oscillating term.
We assume that the ~small! change of frequency in time does
not affect the other ~slow! time-dependent contributions to
the electric field. Numerically, we simply multiply the field
obtained as outlined above by the phase factor
exp@2i*t35„v (t 8 )2 v 0 …dt 8 # . This assumes of course that the
phase variation is much slower than that of the harmonic
cycle.
~vi! Finally, the power spectrum is obtained by taking the
square of the Fourier transform of the harmonic field obtained.
The result obtained for the 35th harmonic in the F 0
5 p /2 case are shown in Fig. 9. The solid line indicates the
complete calculation, whereas the dashed line shows the calculation performed without any laser chirp. The calculation
has been performed at a fundamental wavelength of 794 nm,
which explains the difference in wavelength between the experiment and theory. The double-peak structure observed experimentally is very well reproduced in this calculation. We
have also calculated how the peak separation increases with
intensity for the 35th harmonic. The results are indicated in
open triangles in Fig. 6.
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C. Summary

In summary, we have manipulated in time the harmonic
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